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CHAPTER V
GREETINGS TO THE SOLDIER-CITIZEN: CONSUMING NOSTALGIA
Memory as re-presentation, as making present, is always
in danger of collapsing the constitutive tension between past and
present, especially when the imagined past is sucked into the timeless
present of the all-pervasive virtual space of consumer culture.
-- Andreas Huyssen, Present Pasts: Urban Palimpsests and the
Politics of Memory (10)
June 2007 marked the fortieth anniversary of the 1967 war, also known as the Six Day
War, in which Israel conquered the Golan Heights, the West Bank, the Sinai
Peninsula, and the Gaza Strip. Forty years later, competing narratives tell different
stories about that decisive war. On the one hand, the “unification and liberation of the
city of Jerusalem” was celebrated, as it is every year, by prayers, parades, and dances,
all part of the “Jerusalem Day” national holiday. On the other hand, the detrimental
effects that the annexation of territory have had on Israel and its citizens were
extensively debated in a day-long event led by various human-rights organizations in
the port of Tel Aviv.122
Several exhibitions at the time were thematically related to the anniversary of
the Six Day War. They were overwhelmingly aligned with critical re-evaluations of
the conflict and its aftermath, focusing largely on the beginning of the Israeli
occupation of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip and the corresponding military rule
over approximately two million Palestinian refugees. From a mural composed of
hundreds of images that were sent in response to an e-mail invitation in Desert
Generation at the Jerusalem Artists House (curators: Larry Abramson, Sliman
Mansour, David Tartakover and David Reeb), to a historical survey of journalistic
photographs from the last four decades in Acts of State 1967–2007 at the Minshar For
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For a short introduction to the Jerusalem Day national holiday, see the official Knesset website at
http://www.knesset.gov.il. For an overview of the human rights debate and related protests see Keller.
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Art Gallery (curator: Ariella Azoulay), these efforts amounted to a multifaceted
declaration of the art world against the triumphalist narrative of the Six Day War.123
In this chapter, I probe the meanings and effects of one of those exhibitions:
40 Years To Victory by Honi Hame’agel, an installation of enlarged and reworked
New Year’s greeting cards from the post–Six Day War era displayed on public
transport buses in the cities of Jerusalem, Haifa, and Tel Aviv (figures 5.1, 5.2). The
exhibition consisted of reproductions of historical images that display military
themes, including parades, portraits of generals, and war scenarios, alongside wishes
for a happy New Year. Popular in the years following the Six Day War, these images
disappeared from popular culture around the mid-1970s, and have since become
significant markers of nostalgia, often found in collections or alluded to as wellknown cultural-historical references.124
While my analysis is based on a wider understanding of the state of affairs that
surrounded the exhibition, what follows remains situated in relative isolation from
contemporaneous events. I attend to the exhibition’s critique of a historical ideology,
but what interests me most is the way its nostalgic insertion of ostensibly dated
militaristic images into the public sphere challenges a contemporary frame of mind,
an attitude pertaining to the conventional narrative of the transformation of Israeli
identity. This narrative, as outlined in chapter one, maintains that the military
apparatus is no longer a taboo subject, immune to criticism and scrutiny, as it used to
be in Israel’s early years.
Some of the case studies discussed thus far (mainly Adi Nes’ Soldiers and
Larry Abramson’s tso˘ob´ä) exemplify this claim: they articulate their critique
through references to well-known photographs and paintings from Israel’s early
history. In light of the tendency to revisit and revise visual narratives of the past, also
prevalent in the many exhibitions surrounding the anniversary of the 1967 War, the
issue of memory stands out and calls for proper attention in terms of its effects on the
present state of affairs. In what follows, I attend to the ways in which nostalgia, a
specific type of memory with its own sets of operations and effects, is mobilized in 40
123

Additional examples include The Last Forty Years on the Rothschild Boulevard in Tel Aviv
(organized by the NGO Yesh Din) and Six Days Plus Forty Years at the Petach-Tikva Museum
(curator: Rona Sela).
124
The English title of the exhibition appears in the catalogue as The 40th Anniversary of Victory. This
translation lacks the more assertive quality of the Hebrew title, which literally translates as 40 Years to
Victory. Since the exhibition title appears, in Hebrew, on each of its images and affects their legibility,
I use the literal translation throughout this chapter.
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Figure 5.1. Honi Hame’agel, 40 Years to Victory. Street view
(military march through victory gate and portraits of generals). Tel Aviv, June 2007.

Figure 5.2. Honi Hame’agel, 40 Years to Victory. Street view
(woman-soldier portrait). Tel Aviv, June 2007.
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Years to Victory to reflect on the fortunes of national memory within Israeli visual
culture.
In the introduction to Acts of Memory: Cultural Recall in the Present, Bal
foregrounds memory as a cultural activity that, when probed, can provide insight into
the ways in which the past lives on in the present (Bal, Quoting vii–xvii).
Remembering is a variable and vulnerable operation, and memories, both personal
and communal, alter over time according to present needs and constraints. The
trajectory of the militarized New Year’s greeting cards is telling in all its
reincarnations, as it exposes transformations in the relationship between militarism,
visual culture, and national memory. In the first part of this chapter, I address the
memory-act of the images in their original context: New Year’s greeting cards that
circulated just after the Six Day War. Next, I outline the place that the greeting cards
hold in today’s culture and discus them in light of theoretical approaches to the role of
nostalgia in nationalism. Finally, I present an overview of 40 Years to Victory,
followed by an analysis that centers on the exhibition’s contradictory play with
memory and its relation to art. I return to Bal’s notion of preposterous history,
introduced in chapter two, now accompanied by Svetlana Boym’s non-traditional
interpretation of the work of nostalgia, in order to help illuminate the act of memory
that 40 Years to Victory carries out.

Peace, Security, and Sparkles
A small greeting card from the late 1960s presents a simple drawing of a desert
battlefield with tanks scattered across the dunes (figure 5.3). The tanks that point to
the right (or the East), ruined and burning, are located in the background of the image.
In the foreground, tanks marked with the seal of the IDF and carrying the Israeli flag
advance towards the left edge of the card. The tank at the forefront trespasses across
an iron fence to demonstrate the extension of Israeli borders to the West. Three
portraits of commanding officers in the Israeli army who played a key role in the 1967
war conceal part of the right side (or the home front) of the image.125 An inscription
on the thin strip of sky, surrounded by smoke from enemy tanks, seems oddly

125

The portraits are of Israel Tal, Ariel Sharon, and Shmuel Gonen, also known as Gorodish.
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disconnected from the violence of war. It reads “Happy New Year” in English, and
adds the wish for “Utter Joyfulness” in Hebrew.

Figure 5.3. New Year greeting card (battlefield), 1960s.

The custom of sending a greeting card just before the Jewish New Year
originated in Germany during the Middle Ages, and later spread to Eastern Europe
and the United States, where it joined similar commercial greeting cards appearing in
the nineteenth century (Sabar, “Hundred” 11–12, 18). As the Zionist movement took hold,
the cards began to express a Zionist-secular message of pioneering spirit, and the
long-established custom of the Diaspora was modified to fit the newly emerging
secular tradition of the state of Israel.126 The 1960s showed a significant growth in the
variety and quality of the New Year’s cards, pointing to the burgeoning of Israeli
society. The most prominent images depicted blooming landscapes, happy family life,
and celebratory representations of the Israeli military. Soon after the 1967 war, the
popularity and variety of the greeting cards reached its peak, reinforcing the status of
the triumphant military of that era (Sabar, “Hundred” 33, Grossman, “Soldier” 51).
The battlefield greeting card circulated for a very short time just after the Six
Day War.127 Thematically related greeting cards, more popular at the time, and more
typical of what Honi Hame’agel would reproduce in his exhibition four decades later,
126

On this note see Grossman, “Soldier” 42; and Sabar, “Hundred” 26–27. For a comprehensive survey
of the literature on Jewish New Year cards see Sabar, “Survey” 279-290.
127
Apparently, its message was too blunt even for its time. For a close analysis of this postcard see
Grossman, “Soldier” 47–48.
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feature parades, arsenals, or portraits of soldiers and generals, all accompanying
tranquil verbal greetings for “A Happy New Year” in English and “A Year of Peace
and Security” in Hebrew (e.g., figures 5.4–5.6). The martial themes are further
softened by the small size of the cards, their naïve style, and a garlanded or glittering
frame. The figures of power in the IDF, or the map of Israel encompassing the
annexed territories from the Six Day War, are transformed into miniatures that could
fit, together with a marching division and a few jets, into the small space of a locket
or a greeting card. Indeed, representations of similar themes circulated on lockets, key
chains, table games, and other small-size objects of everyday culture. The greeting
cards were only a part of a material culture that flaunted military power while at the
same time domesticating it as benign and appealing. They helped to spread the
popular adoration of the IDF as the people’s army as well as the idolization of its
generals, the celebration of a glorious military past, and the assertion of its promising
future.128
In a recent study of Israeli and Palestinian picture-postcards, Tim J.
Semmerling asserts that the postcard played a potent role in the culture and politics of
national identity. Postcards, Semmerling writes, express national identity through the
stereotypical signs that make up the picture:
[Postcards] are not merely mundane objects but provocative and active
presentations of “national self.” Their makers and sellers consider them
expressive declarations and performances of national status. (1–2)
Semmerling conducts a close analysis of Israeli and Palestinian postcards,
showing that each group advances its national narrative through the medium.129 The
numerous military illustrations on Israeli postcards come as no surprise in light of the
pervasiveness of military themes within Israeli visual culture.130 Contemporary

128

For thorough studies of the part played by the popular culture of the 1960s in the dissemination of
military-inflected ideology, see for example Grossman, “Beautiful” and “Portrait” as well as R. Sela,
Six Days.
129
The book was praised for its ability to show how “seemingly random scenes of people and places
can convey important political meaning,” and criticized for its comparative strategy that obliterates the
political inequality between the two national communities (Zunes 368, Boullata, Rev. 109–10).
130
Clearly, the military cards compose only part of the field. Other examples of postcards as
presentations of the national self in Semmerling’s book include panoramic views of religious sites,
leisure beaches, and groups of Hora dancers. The Palestinian postcards, in turn, include artwork
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Figure 5.4. New Year greeting card (military march and woman-soldier portrait), 1950s.

Figure 5.5. New Year greeting card (military march, victory gate and portraits of generals), 1960s.

Figure 5.6. New Year greeting card (Jerusalem, jets, and Moshe Dayan), 1960s.

reproductions, portraits in traditional costumes, views of religious sites, and documentations of clashes
with the Israeli military.
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versions of such military postcards vary, ranging from portrayals of soldiers as
sensible, peaceful bodies to more explicit displays of military vigor (Semmerling 37–
41). The blatant celebration of military strength, however, belongs specifically to the
greeting cards of the years just after the Six Day War. Semmerling does not include
these images in his study, but his research remains relevant because the cards used to
play a role similar to that of picture-postcards within Israeli cultural politics in earlier
periods (Sabar, “Hundred” 29–35).
Haim Grossman, who has written extensively on military-inflected material
culture in the early days of Israel, observes:
The military New Year’s card, one of the more popular types of greeting cards
sent in the 1950s and 1960s, is part of a cultural ensemble that belongs to the
unofficial texts that make up the communal image. Sometimes these texts,
which take part in the historical discourse, disseminate a message more
efficiently than the official historiographical ones. The life span of the New
Year’s card is short … but its importance as an expression of a visual model
that presents the spirit of society is significant. (“Soldier” 42, my translation)
The cards were replete with signs of Israeli collective identity. They displayed a
montage of cherished symbols carrying a colorful and clear message, not unlike an
advertisement would for its target audience (“Soldier” 46, 53).
An advertisement accommodates optimal reading, and its use of signs and
symbols is intentional and transparent. In Roland Barthes’ words, “the advertising
image is frank, or at least emphatic” (33, emphasis in text). That is why
advertisements provided, for Barthes at least, a solid basis for the elaboration on the
rhetoric of images. Similarly, Victor Burgin argues that advertising is the most
obvious place to find rhetorical figures: “In the first place, there is no doubt that
someone is setting out deliberately to persuade; in the second place, there is little
doubt that everything in the advertisement has been most carefully placed for
maximum effect” (47). The same can be argued in the case of the New Year’s
greeting cards, which promote cultural and national identity as their merchandise.
Grossman’s analysis of the New Year’s greeting cards shows how their
rhetoric was aimed at delivering an ideal image of military power. The text on the
cards (“Happy New Year”) prepares for a positive, domesticated reading of the
140

military image. Together with the kitschy style and surrounding glitter, it pushes aside
the more intimidating aspects of the subject matter. The visual image,
correspondingly, translates the wish for “Peace and Security” to imply that only
security through military power is able to provide an enduring and authentic peace
(Grossman, “Soldier” 48–49). The selective display of ideal symbols, in combination
with the absence of enemy figures or potential harm to the self, sets out to present
military power as naturally beautiful, desirable, and constructive.131
But the greeting cards operated well beyond their visual frame. They acquired
affective significance through their circulation as postcards, sent from a sender to an
addressee in anticipation of the Jewish New Year. Rosh Hashanah, or Jewish New
Year, takes place in September, almost half a year removed from the military parades
on Independence Day in May. The cards depicting those parades helped to
consolidate a narrative of victory throughout the year, connecting Jewish and Zionist
heritages. If, every May, citizens gathered in public spaces to participate in the
parade, every September they took part in a commemoration that brought that event,
and their participation in it, back to life.
In his well-known book Imagined Communities, Benedict Anderson posits that
one of the things that makes it possible for national communities to “think the nation”
is the transformation of temporality that is involved in historicizing national identities
and the rise of interest in the past.132 Other critics have pointed out the role calendars
and holidays play in the ordering of societies, “enabling and constraining their
abilities to remember different pasts” (Olick and Robbins 116).133 Communities are
constituted by their past to a large extent through collective memories. National
identities are established and maintained through a variety of mnemonic sites,
practices, and forms (Eyerman 161; Olick and Robbins 124).134
Eric Hobsbawm’s well-known formulation of “invented tradition”
encapsulates the way in which the nation, as a relatively recent historical
phenomenon, is constituted by a set of practices and rituals that “seek to inculcate
certain values and norms of behaviors by repetition, which automatically implies
131

In this context, Brownfield-Stein’s analysis of “erotic militarism,” on which I have elaborated in ch.
2, seems pertinent.
132
See especially ch. 11, “Memory and Forgetting,” in the 2002 expanded edition of the book (187–
206).
133
See Zerubavel (especially ch. 3, “The Calendar”) for an elaboration of this argument.
134
Hodgkin and Radstone’s Contested Pasts: The Politics of Memory offers a large collection of essays
that discuss memory in the national context.
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continuity with the past” (Hobsbawm and Ranger 1). The New Year’s greeting cards
provide a rich example of the way an invented tradition connected the military, Jewish
culture, and the state of Israel in a narrative of heroism and redemption. In the late
1960s, the experience of the Six Day War as well as the vigorous national pride that it
engendered was still fresh. The greeting cards fixed that pride in memory through the
inclusion of citizens in their intimate and domestic realms within the sweeping,
impersonal narration of history. Their trajectory captures the way “the nation-state at
best is based on the social contract that is also an emotional contract, stamped by the
charisma of the past” (Boym 15).
The website “Nostalgia Online” recounts the days when the greeting cards
were a substantial industry (D. Sela). A few days before New Year’s, displays full of
the cards appeared on every corner, and the amount of cards one would receive
indicated social status. The relation of consumers to the images on the cards was
ostensibly personal, as their specific choices reflected on how they imagined
themselves and their social relationships. Recipients, too, were expected to share a
similar nurturing attitude towards the emerging national narrative.
Clearly, the greeting cards of this era were a part of consumer culture: they
were created in order to be sold, and visualized general consensus primarily for that
purpose (Grossman, “Soldier” 52). Nevertheless, they should not be read as mere
reflections of the Israeli psyche. Rather, in line with Butler’s theory of performative
reiteration, the cards arguably served as tools for the consolidation of the national
body. The repetitive acts of selling, buying, sending, and receiving of the greeting
cards as integral parts of a festive holiday tradition naturalized the status of the
military as interwoven with the fabric of civilian life.
In addition, the greeting cards enabled the consolidation of an emerging
narrative of victory. The construction of a hegemonic (Jewish, militarized) collective
identity took place, in part, through a mnemonic practice that started to narrate a
historical moment shortly after its occurrence. In Regarding the Pain of Others, Susan
Sontag argues that “what is called collective memory is not a remembering but a
stipulating: that this is important, and this is the story about how it happened, with the
pictures that lock the story in our minds” (76–77). In that regard, the New Year’s
greeting cards were part of the active creation of collective memory. They embodied
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the endeavor to secure a folksy national narrative that framed the memory of the Six
Day War as a virtuous moment in Israel’s history.135

From Guns to Cream Cheese
The overtly militarized New Year’s greeting card disappeared from popular culture
abruptly during the mid-1970s, together with other applied art objects that featured
similar themes. The yearly Independence Day military parades were cancelled around
the same time, the last one taking place in May 1973 to commemorate Israel’s twentyfifth anniversary. Grossman associates this change with the aftereffects of the Yom
Kippur War of 1973, which in Israeli collective memory serves as the antithesis to the
triumphant 1967 Six Day War. He interprets the disappearance of soldier-figures and
military themes from applied art objects in the 1970s to be a consequence of the Yom
Kippur War, when the consensus around the military ideal began to waver (Grossman,
“Soldier” 53, and “Beautiful” 100–101).136
Yet it is important to note that related themes have not altogether disappeared
from popular and everyday culture. The flamboyant annual military parades were
cancelled, but military air shows and naval displays still take place occasionally, and
military exhibitions occur all over the country on Independence Day, inviting visitors
to climb on tanks and play with weaponry as a family activity fitting the occasion.137
While army heroes are no longer depicted next to tanks and missiles on greeting cards
and medallions, military figures continue to be present in popular culture. They now
star in numerous television series, including a reality show, and are also frequently
found in commercials and advertisements.138

135

Curator Rona Sela offers a thorough explanation of how the 1967 war imagery affected Israeli
national memory through a close reading of victory albums. See R. Sela, Six Days 53–100.
136
Maoz Azaryahu, alternately, links the cancellation of the annual military parade to a sense of
profound security following the Six Day War, so that the need to display military might as a source of
deterrence was no longer deemed necessary (105, 107).
137
A salient critique of this newer tradition can be found in the work of the comic duo Yossi Atia and
Itamar Rose, featured in the film State Of Suspension by Mieke Bal and Benny Brunner from 2008,
where exhibition visitors create on-the-spot tableau vivants to portray the ambiance of a war of their
choice. The fortunes of the military parade as a patriotic ritual are detailed and analyzed in Azaryahu.
138
Recent examples include the TV series Tironut (“Basic Training”), aired between 1998 and 2001,
and Miluim (“Reserves”), aired between 2005 and 2007, as well as the documentary series Ken HaMefakedet (“Yes Ms. Officer”) and Media BeMil (“A Nation in Reserve Service”), both from 2009.
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A travelling exhibition by the feminist organization New Profile presents a
collection of militarized images from entertainment magazines, commercials, and
educational material. A quick glance at the online version of this exhibition reveals
that in later occurrences of consumer culture the military imagery has been stripped of
overt signs of power and violence (figure 5.7; New Profile). Instead, the unarmed
body of the soldier is employed to sell a variety of products, from underwear to
mobile phones, cookies, and cream cheese. Comparable to an extent with the
aesthetics of Adi Nes’ Soldiers, the signs of potential violence are kept away from the
images, and the military uniform now serves as the generic marker of the body as
Israeli. Often, figures are not fully dressed, thus hinting at the soft side of the allIsraeli Sabra, hiding beneath the roughness of khaki-colored denim. By and large, the
military aspect of these commercials remains accepted as a taken-for-grated
component of Israeli-ness.139
Thus, military imagery still plays a key role in the way mainstream Israeli
society constructs its sense of collective self through consumerism. But that sense has
evolved over the years, and now fits a more conscious, wary, and individualized
approach. This phenomenon corresponds to the discussion on representations of
soldiers in the art world in chapter one, where I argued that the deconstruction of the
soldier serves the existing national narrative to the extent that it enables the figure’s
endurance and prevalence in visual culture. The domesticated appearance of the
soldier in the applied arts, advertisements, and commercials can be understood,
correspondingly, to disguise an enduring militaristic frame of mind rather than to
indicate its disintegration, as glittering images of military power have been replaced
by intimate allusions to the prototype of the Israeli soldier-citizen.

139

A significant exception is a recent TV commercial by the telecommunications company Cellcom.
The commercial featured a group of soldiers playing football with an invisible team on the other side of
the Separation Wall. The commercial sparked heated discussions debating its ethics, as well as
demands for its removal. It would be interesting, in a further study, to analyze why this commercial hit
a nerve while many others pass unnoticed. See, for example, Freedman, and Nessan. In defense of the
commercial see Oppenheimer.
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Figure 5.7. Advertisements for underwear, cream cheese, and condoms.
Detail from Let Them Study War No More, New Profile 2001.

Meanwhile, the military New Year’s greeting cards have been relocated from
consumer culture to private memorabilia collections. They are often alluded to on
websites such as “Nostalgia Online” and in socio-historical reviews. No longer agents
of memory that take part in the dissemination of a national narrative, the greeting
cards are now themselves objects of memory, having become integral to that
narrative. They conjure up a forsaken tradition, functioning as signposts for “the way
we were.” In other words, the cards have become nostalgic markers, indicating a
frame of mind that is irretrievable for the present.

The Politics of Nostalgia
Nostalgia is generally defined as the longing for a home that no longer exists or that
has never existed (Boym xiii). It marks a general and abstract sense of loss for a
“world of yesterday” that can only be made present through memory (Hirsch and
Spitzer 258). A medical term in the seventeenth century, nostalgia has evolved to be
regarded as an incurable condition of yearning for the unattainable, linked to
specifically modern conceptions of time, history, and progress.140 It has frequently
been condemned as reactionary or as a sort of “guilt-free homecoming,” allowing the
individual to abdicate personal responsibility through the idealization of the past
(Boym xiv). Among its many detractors is Raymond Williams, who warns that
140

For historical overviews of the fortunes of “nostalgia” see Davis, and Hirsch and Spitzer. Suzanne
Vromen outlines the various (and sometimes contradictory) understandings of the term in "The
Ambiguity of Nostalgia” (68–86), as do Michael Pickering and Emily Keightley (919–40).
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dwelling in a romanticized past deflates a critique of the present.141 Alternative
studies take some effort to demarcate a potentially utopian aspect of nostalgia, based
on its resistance to what Walter Benjamin regards as homogenous, empty time. In
“On the Concept of History,” Benjamin contrasts homogenous, empty time with
messianic time: the former adheres to the modern conception of progress while the
latter can “blast an era out of the homogeneous course of history” (396). More
recently, Marianne Hirsch and Leo Spitzer discuss the potential of “resistant
nostalgia” in the form of a “critical utopianism” that helps to imagine a better future
(256).142
Whether reactionary or utopian or both, nostalgia is generally regarded as an
act of memory happening in the present, marking a current relation to the past that
allows the past to engage with the present and the future (Bal, Crewe, and Spitzer xi–
xv).143 In The Future of Nostalgia, Svetlana Boym distinguishes between two type of
acts of memory that nostalgia brings into being: restorative nostalgia stresses the
nostos, attempting a trans-historical reconstruction of the lost home, while reflective
nostalgia stresses the algia, dwelling on the irrevocability of the past (41–49).
Restorative nostalgia is closely related to public memories and manifests itself partly
through invented traditions, which “offer a comforting collective script for individual
longing” (42). Reflective nostalgia, on the contrary, is aligned with personal
memories and individual narratives, and combines longing with a thinking that does
not attempt to recover a lost identity. The modern (reflective) nostalgic can be
homesick and sick of home at once (50).
Following Boym’s typology, the New Year’s greeting cards appear to have
been nostalgic objects from their very nascence, part and parcel of an anxious
restorative endeavor to hold on to a specific narrative that was already in the process
of disintegration at the time of its creation. In their later incarnation as dated
memorabilia, however, the greeting cards fit the notion of reflective nostalgia. They
no longer attempt to recreate an unattainable moment but dwell on times gone by. For
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Williams’ argument is succinctly summarized in Vromen 71–72.
Other studies, too, argue for nostalgia as a productive concept, when critically tempered and
historically informed. See, for example, Tannock 453–464; Bal, Crewe, and Spitzer xi; Bardenstein,
“Threads” 19–21; and Verhoeff 149–150.
143
A different attitude is presented by Christopher Lasch’s “The Politics of Nostalgia” (65–70). Lasch
reproaches nostalgia for betraying the past by isolating it, and thus denying its influence on the present.
His view, however, can be understood as articulating another aspect of how nostalgia operates as a
memory-act in the present.
142
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Boym, reflective nostalgia has critical potential, as it may mock past national ideals
while appealing to shared frameworks of memory.144 The dated greeting cards indeed
point to two separate types of memory: on the one hand, they invoke what is now seen
as a controversial national ideal, and on the other, they allude to a supposedly troublefree cultural tradition. They might even contain a combination of longing (for an
outdated consensus) and reflection (on what was wrong with that consensus).
However, self-aware longing is not critical by definition. In the context of the
appreciation and collection of memorabilia, the greeting cards fit more closely with
the detractors’ view of nostalgia as a guilt-free homecoming, allowing the subject to
dwell on lost traditions. For, as memorabilia, the greeting cards stress the fact that
they indeed indisputably belong to the past. The criticism they may trigger about that
past does not necessarily reflect on the present state of affairs. On the contrary, the
greeting cards’ contemporary cultural reincarnation as collectors’ items distinguishes
them from their applied-art counterparts and television and billboard advertisements,
which all play an active role in today’s consumer culture in disseminating toned-down
versions of military scenarios. The distinction easily installs a sense of cultural
progress in the form of a more cautious approach towards military violence. Hence, it
can be said to camouflage the continuities between the present and the past, including
the idealization of the military subject and the commodified blending of civilian and
military life. Nostalgia, like progress, is based on the modern conception of
unrepeatable time (Boym 10). What we long for (“the way we were”) marks the way
we are no longer. The dwelling upon a lost past may thus serve to keep at bay only
those aspects of past national narratives that no longer fit the image of the
contemporary nation.

Preposterous Postcards
In June 2007, the exhibition 40 Years to Victory presented poster-size adaptations of
the 1960s New Year’s greeting cards on 300 public buses in Jerusalem, Haifa, and Tel
Aviv (figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.8). Each poster was composed of a collage of elements from

144

Boym defines restorative nostalgia quite negatively in comparison as being in line with state
propaganda that leaves no room for ambivalence.
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the military greeting cards, blown up in size but otherwise untouched: the same
smiling woman-soldier is leading a parade around the city streets; the same generals
present an overview of military jets or of a map portraying “greater Israel”; the same
texts call for a “Happy New Year” of “Peace and Security.” In addition, each poster
boldly displays the following pieces of information: the name of the artist (Honi
Hame’agel, Tel Aviv); the name of the museum (Yanco-Dada museum, Ein-Hod); a
short colophon (mentioning producer Dani Vilensky, curator Raya Zommer-Tal, and
sponsor Cnaan Media in Motion Ltd.); and the exhibition title, 40 Years to Victory,
designed as a medal of valor.

Figure 5.8. Honi Hame’agel, 40 Years to Victory. Street view
(map of “Greater Israel” and portraits of generals). Tel Aviv, June 2007.

Restaging well-known images, the exhibition operates on the basis of citation.
It takes an iconographical precedent and refashions it in preposterous ways, which
exceed direct comparisons even as they direct analysis to the void between the quoted
and the quotation (Bal, Quoting 10–15). Similar to Adi Nes’ untitled Um Rashrash
and Suez Canal adaptations (figures 2.5, 2.6), the posters of 40 Years to Victory both
reinforce and challenge the authority of their iconic predecessors. However, here, the
manipulation does not so much reside in the editing of the original images. There are
no missing or additional figures and no updated dress codes. Rather, the gap that is
created between quoted and quote in 40 Years to Victory pertains to how the older
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images are reframed and presented anew. The focus is redirected towards the change
in their mode of circulation: from small and personal New Year’s greetings to largescale advertisements on public buses.
Buses in Israel show a variety of advertisements. Most are commercial, but it
is not uncommon to observe messages from political and/or civil-society
campaigns.145 The sponsor of 40 Years to Victory, Cnaan Media in Motion Ltd., holds
the tender for advertising on public buses in Israel. On their website, Cnaan outlines
the benefits of advertising on buses, emphasizing the images’ hard-to-ignore size,
their mobility that allows them to reach a large amount of potential clients, and the
fact that the target audience is a “captive audience,” which has little control over their
exposure to the material. Israeli city dwellers see a wide variety of messages on buses
as an ordinary aspect of urban life, and 40 Years to Victory fit nearly seamlessly into
this context. The curatorial information displayed in bold letters across the iconic
images accommodated their presentation as contemporary advertisements, perhaps for
a faraway exhibition. The evocative images and the memories that they engendered
were presented in the exhibition as objects for consumption in the present.
The makeover that the New Year’s greeting cards underwent calls for a
comparison between the two modes of visual propagation. At face value, there is a
world of difference between a greeting card and a commercial billboard, or between a
postcard and an advertisement. The obvious point of divergence is that the card
includes a personal message as it is sent by a specific sender to a specific addressee,
while the transport billboards display general messages to an anonymous crowd.
Greeting cards take part in a cultural and social tradition while advertisements belong
first of all to world of commerce and capitalism. Moreover, postcards belong to the
past, to a dated historical consciousness in that they can be understood to be emblems
of modernism in their attempt to capture an authentic impression of place (Brown and
Turley 4, 17). Advertisements, contrarily, fit within postmodernism and the
contemporary global market.
However, those differences may not be as pronounced as they seem. First,
postcards and greeting cards are just as public as they are personal. They inherently
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In this respect, see Uri Ram’s article “Citizens, Consumers and Believers” (1998). Ram outlines the
relationship between consumerism and localist identity culture in Israel through an analysis of the
Israeli general elections of 1996, and argues that the methods of the promotion of parties were
detrimental to the practice of democracy.
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lack privacy, as their private side is potentially public. The gesture of sending and
receiving a postcard is personal and affective; yet, the message on the postcards
remains generic (Brown and Turley 3). On the other hand, advertisements also often
engender intimate involvement: they invite consumers to project themselves into
situations or emotions (O’Donohoe and Tynan 227). Second, the distinction between
ideology and commerce is not crisp. Commercials often involve ideological messages
and cultural codes as part of their selling strategy, and the greeting cards have always
been part of that enterprise.146 Postcards and advertisements send out a message for
their target audience to identify with. When referring to national ideologies, both do
so in order to sell products by means of a common denominator, their target audience
being the citizen-consumer who will identify with their message and propagate it
through consumption.
In that sense, the greeting cards, reframed as public-transport advertisements,
direct attention to the common ground between the two. 40 Years to Victory circulated
on the streets that previously hosted the May military parades as well as the
September card-stands. The work underscores the fact that both modes of presentation
distributed the same images through the same city streets and to similar publics. The
exhibition presents the greeting-card images as natural components of contemporary
consumer culture, and points to the fact that ideology and commerce are intimately
intertwined, then as well as now. What seems at first to mark the difference between
old and new (then we had tradition, now we have commerce) ends up conflating
temporalities, alluding both to the calculated commercial aspect of the old greeting
cards and to the affective social bond that the current bus advertisements are based on.
The exhibition preposterously reproduced the inconspicuous existence of
military images in the public sphere. Advertisements are as routine today as were
objects of popular culture forty years ago, and so the imagery of the New Year’s
greeting cards, presented in the form of advertisements, were reinstated into visual
culture to take part, again, in the daily customs of their viewers. The differences
between past and present now become more particular, focusing on the changed
interaction between consumers and products. If, in the past, the act of sending and
receiving the greeting cards involved the citizen-consumer on an intimate level, that
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In fact, the earliest picture postcards were developed by consumer goods manufacturers as
advertising vehicles (Brown and Turley 2).
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relationship is more passive today, as the images target a “captive audience” that has
little control over their exposure. Whereas in the past, the greeting cards incorporated
the recent memory of the war into the September New Year’s festivities, now the 40th
anniversary of the war in May cited the wish for a happy New Year and thus included
the Jewish calendar within its frame. If previously, the greeting cards were composed
of a personal message on one side and a generic greeting on the other, the bus
billboards of 2007 made no distinction between the voice of the artist and that of the
curator, sponsor, or producer. These differences, however, can emerge only when the
rhetoric of the images is analyzed on equal grounds in relation to their varying
historical contexts: both then and now, images of idealized and glorified militarism
are offered to the receptive citizen-consumer.
This is not to say that the bus advertisements are simple reiterations of their
earlier counterparts. In fact, the exhibition’s logic is based on an understanding of the
New Year’s greeting cards as a thing of the past. However, while 40 Years to Victory
refers to a frame of mind that no longer exists, it does so by making that past
emphatically present. What it displayed no longer identifies a mainstream spirit, so
that the images could be understood only in a nostalgic sense, while its mode of
presentation was adapted to contemporary culture. The combination of a dated
message with an up-to-date format creates a temporal conundrum—perhaps the most
interesting aspect of the exhibition. The New Year’s greeting cards were configured
anew as memory agents that function in the visual culture of today. As a result, they
did not operate exclusively within the frame of reflective nostalgia, but also
performed an act of restorative nostalgia, attempting a trans-historical return to their
original role as sculptors of national memory (Boym 46). A short comparison helps to
make this point more clear.
During the time that 40 Years to Victory was exhibited on buses, the exhibition
Six Days Plus Forty Years was on display at the Yad Lebanim section of the PetachTikva Museum, not far from Tel Aviv. The exhibition, curated by Rona Sela,
presented archival photographs and memorabilia of the 1960s, next to contemporary
artworks offering reevaluations of that same time period. It included a small but
striking collection of works that amounted to a reflection on the militarized
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consciousness of the 1960s, including its persistence in the present.147 The
juxtaposition of present-day contemplative artworks and historic propagandistic
photographs from victory albums, presented side-by-side in Six Days Plus Forty
Years, confused the distinction between these periods. Yet, the New Year’s greeting
cards were portrayed as belonging fully to the past, presented with other commercialart objects (medallions, bubble-gum wraps, and children’s games) in a glass box at the
center of one of the gallery’s rooms.
In many ways, Six Days Plus Forty Years offers a more comprehensive and
critical analysis of the militarized state of affairs in Israel past and present than does
40 Years to Victory. Nonetheless, a comparison of 40 Years to Victory to Six Days
Plus Forty Years pinpoints the disparate ways in which each locates the greeting cards
in time. In Six Days Plus Forty Years, the cards are crystallized in the past tense
together with other commercial art products. They are presented as evidence,
memory-objects that no longer function as creators and propagators of a sociopolitical message. Under the glass frame, the cards become static signs documenting
“the way we were,” their content reflected upon by contemporary artworks and
theoretical analysis.
In contrast, the cards in 40 Years to Victory are designed to propagate
restorative nostalgia and to redistribute their message in the present, for the present.
They are configured to function in the culture of today. Doing so, 40 Years to Victory
proposes that the memory and identity as portrayed in the greeting cards may not be
as dated as they would seem. In addition, the actuality imprinted on the images in
their reincarnation as travelling billboards highlights the fact that the greeting cards
have never stopped playing an active role, and that their mnemonic significance as
memorabilia is no less pertinent to the present construction of the Israeli psyche than
their historical role as carriers of holiday salutations.
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Some of the artworks in the exhibition used the documentary material from the Six Day War period
as their raw material, such as David Reeb’s painting Dayan & Arik (1999), David Tartakover’s collage
Victory (1989), and Suka Glotman’s movie 1968 Reversed Parade (1999). Other works pointed to
aspects of militarism in contemporary visual culture, and included works already discussed in this
study such as Adi Nes’ Suez Canal adaptation (1999, ch. 2), the Limbus Group’s Embroideries of
Generals (1997, ch. 2), and Gilad Ophir’s Shooting Targets, from the Necropolis series (1997, ch. 3).
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The Limits of Critical Discourse
Honi Hame’agel’s name sounds like a suggestive pseudonym (it is the name of a
Jewish scholar and miracle worker from the first century BCE), yet it is the artist’s
actual name. The name’s obscurity fits the artist’s performative handling of his
identity, which often leaves interviewers baffled or otherwise skeptical (Perry, Fox).
A professed follower of the Dada movement, Hame’agel is known for exhibitions,
installations, movies, and performances that stage absurd situations questioning the
standards of art. Often his work takes crude, even vulgar forms. On one occasion,
Hame’agel locked his audience inside a cage, on another he dripped blood on their
heads. Other performances, such as the recreation of a bathwares retail store in a
museum, were more subdued, although they also included physical confrontations.148
In their restraint, the bus advertisements of 40 Years to Victory seem distinct
from the artist’s prior projects. The usual sort of images found in Hame’agel’s work,
such as naked bodies with hints of sadism or portraits with provocative aesthetics,
seem missing from the images on the buses. Yet 40 Years to Victory does in fact
include images that fit Hame’agel’s customary style, in those that added pseudopornographic figures to the collage of the New Year’s greeting cards. Tellingly,
however, these manipulated images were displayed only in the space of the JancoDada Museum on the date of the exhibition’s opening event. Thus, the exhibition
comprises two separate events: one with almost untreated reproductions of the
greeting cards on the buses (figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.8), the other with more provocative
images confined to the museum grounds (figures 5.9) The catalogue of the exhibition
offers a synthesis of both treated and untreated images in a way that implies that the
more provocative collages also circulated in public space, as it presents edited
versions of street views of the exhibition, with the manipulated version of the
postcards digitally pasted on the buses (e.g., figure 5.10).
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Hame’agel’s oeuvre deals predominantly with the place of the holocaust in contemporary Israeli
culture, an issue that has not been addressed in this chapter, or, in fact, in the study as a whole. In some
of his other projects the artist makes explicit connections between holocaust memory and the
militaristic aspects of Israel today.
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Figure 5.9. Honi Hame’agel, untitled, from 40 Years to Victory, 2007.

Figure 5.10. Honi Hame’agel, “Tel Aviv under Attack,” from 40 Years to Victory, 2007.
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In response to queries, both the artist and the curator explain that the bus
operators did not approve of the provocative versions of the postcards, and that if they
were insisted upon the mobile exhibition would not have taken place (Mark-Reich
94).149 Indeed, working within the public sphere demands a certain extent of
conformity, and the dynamic between the art world and the market, the question of
what can be addressed where, runs through the artist’s oeuvre. For example, in March
1996 Hame’agel turned a candy store in a Tel Aviv shopping center into a temporary
museum, changing the names of products and directing the behavior of the salesmen,
all with the consent of the Center’s director. His exhibition Baptism, also from 1996,
was sponsored by a retail chain for bathroom furniture and reconstructed one of the
chain’s shops, including its workers, at Ein-Hod’s Janco Dada Museum. 40 Years to
Victory follows the trail of previous exhibitions in its confusion of art and artifact as
well as museum and commercial space. In this light, the intent of the large space
occupied by the colophon on the circulating bus billboards becomes clear: because the
sponsor and the location of the exhibition belong to the advertising world, the work
itself turns out to be an advertisement, advertising its own existence.
However, Hame’agel insists that his political critique comes through just as
well in the tamer images, the split between the images on the buses and in the
museum notwithstanding. According to him, the mere act of reinserting dated visions
of military glory in public space should lead to critical reflection on those days
(Gilerman, “War”). The framing texts of the exhibition point to visual clues that
emphasize the artist’s intentions. The catalogue text explains how the once-adored
generals are degraded by being featured next to everyday consumer goods on the
buses, and how the promise of peace is emptied out when presented on the vehicles
that were the main target of suicide-bombing attacks in the 1990s (Zommer-Tal). This
message is made more explicit by the titles that accompany the documentation in the
catalogue. Photographs depicting the exhibition as it travels through the streets are
characterized as “Tel Aviv Under Attack,” “Area Prone to Suicide Bombings,”
“National Consensus” and so forth.
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The rules of censorship that Cnaan Media abides to refer generally to “public sensitivity.” While it
is hard to pin down what this means in terms of exact regulations, there are a few clear cases where
advertisements were not mounted on the buses, mostly in relation to the portrayal of women within the
Jerusalem district. See, for a case in point, Lis.
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Indeed, as indicated in the previous section of this chapter, the mode of
circulation of the images as mobile billboards offers additional layers of memories
and associations. Yet the travelling exhibition, when experienced separately from the
catalogue’s explication, leaves space for more ambiguous readings than the
explanations of its makers would allow. Visually and functionally, the exhibition’s
advertisements do not present a thematic reversal in relation to the 1960s greeting
cards. After all, one could argue that the generals are no less degraded when their
portraits are presented on commercial advertisements on public buses than when they
are represented on miniature postcards. The reading depends entirely on the eyes of
the beholder. Many political campaigns show portraits of their representatives on bus
billboard advertisements: the location of the 40 Years to Victory images does not in
and of itself lead to reflective criticism. Hence, the work does not intrinsically mark
the present as more aware or critical of military ideology.
And yet, there is an expectation that the public receive 40 Years to Victory as
an “impossible” gesture, a failed performative, and thus to come to terms with the
exhibition’s sardonic undertones. This expectation depends, not on the exhibition’s
denoted (or even connoted) message, but on the infelicity of its blatantly dated
celebration of military power in the present. Ritualized repetitions of invented
traditions have a performative function: they refer to the past in a way that allows the
modern nation to assert its history, community, and value system as natural and true
beyond doubt (Hobsbawm and Ranger 2–4, 14). But invented traditions, as much as
any other performative, depend on repetition for their power (Butler, Bodies 12–15).
In the past, the military images circulated at regular intervals. For years, however,
they have been taken out of the loop, so that they no longer take part in the annual
life-cycle of the nation. Thus, the gesture of reinstating the visual culture of those
times cannot but fail: it cannot pass unnoticed.
In his review of 40 Years To Victory, Haim Grossman questions the
intelligibility of this move (“Flirtatious”). While he acknowledges that the
“positioning of material that belongs completely to the past, in an urban setting of the
present … leads to an uncomfortable dialogue," Grossman argues that the exhibition
was generally received not as sarcastic commentary but as an enjoyable nostalgic
journey in the context of current hard times. Grossman points to the fact that 40 Years
to Victory was not vandalized, while contemporaneous street-art images went through
“street censorship” and were torn apart soon after being mounted. One example is a
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poster made by artist David Tartakover, entitled 40 Occupation and composed of
images, statements, and colors that promote the Palestinian counter-narrative to the
1967 events.
Tartakover is a well-known artist and graphic designer, as well as a dedicated
collector of Israeli memorabilia. During the past decades, he has published books and
articles that survey the field of visual popular culture in the early days of Israel and
has curated exhibitions on the topic.150 While most of his writings on militarized
memorabilia remain descriptive, Tartakover also uses these objects as raw material in
his posters and artistic projects for his own political messages, which at times have
led to controversy. The New Year’s greeting cards have also passed under his hands:
at the occasion of Israel’s fifty-fourth Independence Day in 2002, Tartakover
designed a provocative cover for Ha’ir, a Tel Aviv weekly, which located a postcard
image of marching soldiers on the ruins of a house, alluding to the destruction of
Palestinian houses. Moreover, he replaced the original portraits of the military heroes
of the 1960s with those of Yigal Amir (the assassin of Israeli Prime Minister Itzchak
Rabin in 1995), Ariel Sharon, and Efi Eytam (two right-wing politicians) (Meiri-Dan).
The publication of this cover led to reader complaints, and provoked the cabinet’s
legal advisor to warn that the artist is coming dangerously close to crossing the line
with his “repulsive” and “outrageous” work (Livneh). Just two days after the warning
was given, Tartakover received the prestigious Israel Prize for his work as educator,
designer, and documentarian within the field of Israeli design. Yet, his combination of
a New Year’s greeting card with controversial political emblems did not pass without
turmoil in the public arena.151 The destruction of his poster in 2007 strengthens
Grossman’s cautious view with regard to the limits of critical discourse in
contemporary Israeli visual culture.
Grossman explains the difference in reception between Tartakover’s and
Hame’agel’s interventions by pointing to the fact that 40 Years to Victory failed to
present an alternative narrative.152 He concludes by dismissing Hame’agel’s project as
a flirtatious dialogue with the symbols of Israeli society (2007). This critique to some
extent already exists within the exhibition, in its peripheral visual additions, the
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See, for example, Tartakover, and Dankner and Tartakover.
The Israel Prize is an award handed out by the state of Israel yearly on Independence Day and is
largely regarded as the state's highest honor (Azaryahu 105).
152
I would add to Grossman’s explanation the fact that Tartakover’s image presented a contemporary
image, whereas Hame’agel displayed past events.
151
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opening event, and the catalogue. For, faced with the artist’s confidence in the
transparency of his critique, one cannot but wonder why the more provocative
versions of the billboards were necessary, if not as a supplement to make sure the bus
billboards were not to be misunderstood as sincere gestures of unreflective nostalgia.
Indeed, the exhibition is filled with conceptual contradictions. On various
levels, 40 Years to Victory evokes a specific interpretation and negates it at the same
time. For one thing, the institutional embrace of the Janco-Dada Museum and the
generous patronage of the Cnaan advertising company temper the critique of
consumer culture that Hame’agel stages when he conflates art with advertisement.
Furthermore, the absence of the semi-pornographic images from the buses and their
confinement to museum space goes against the framing of 40 Years To Victory as
street art that is free of (museal) constraints (Zommer-Tal). A similar discomfort
arises in relation to the exhibition’s assertion of its critical stance towards historical
ideals: the smooth glide of the images through the city streets seems all too easy when
taking Hame’agel’s signature style into account. Thus, while 40 Years to Victory is
regarded by its maker as a firm artistic critique, it remains, to some extent, a tamed
aesthetic event, a co-production of various institutions that are all too happy to
participate in an avant-garde event as long as it does not create too much
provocation.153
However, what makes 40 Years to Victory pertinent in my view is precisely
the fact that it remains ideologically ambivalent. This ambivalence prevents ethical
complacency on the part of the art critic or the collector of memorabilia, triggering an
“uncomfortable dialogue,” in Grossman’s terms, as it restores a frame of mind from
the past. I would argue that 40 Years to Victory is more relevant in its vague and
contradictory version on the buses than in its provocative adaptations in the museum
and catalogue. Precisely because the advertisements do not steer clear of the original
performance of the greeting cards, they allow for a glimpse into the very mechanisms
that engender collective memories and identifications. The pseudo-advertisements
carry the danger of being interpreted as frank and emphatic (Barthes 33), but they also
carry the potential of exposing that danger, of illustrating that they are, in fact,
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Curator Zommer-Tal further delimits the critical aspect of Hame’agel’s work when she defines him,
in relation to another installation, not as a “prophet of the apocalypse,” but as someone who turns
everything into a celebration (quoted in Perry).
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accepted at face value today. 40 Years to Victory can just as easily be interpreted as a
celebration of militarism: this weakness is the exhibition’s strongest point.
Hame’agel’s provocative version of the greeting cards in the Janco-Dada
Museum and the exhibition catalogue, Tartakover’s collage on the magazine cover,
and the glass display at the Six Days Plus Forty Years exhibition all maintain a
temporal as well as ideological distance in relation to the greeting cards. They frame
the memory of the militant 1960s state of mind as naïve in comparison with that of the
more self-aware present. Such re-contextualizations, critical as they are, do not
challenge the way that the cards operate in contemporary culture. In contrast, the
revived, but not revised, greeting-card imagery on the buses refuse to make this
distinction and conflate present and past. More subtly perhaps, they raise doubts as to
whether times have really changed and whether their consumers on the Israeli city
streets can wash themselves free of the overt militaristic identity and ideology that
seem at first to fit only in historical collections.
In Twilight Memories, Andreas Huyssen reminds us that the past is not simply
there in memory, but must be articulated to become memory. There is an unavoidable
fissure between experiencing an event and remembering it through representation (3).
The trajectory of the New Year’s greeting cards illustrates that the act of remembering
is far from static, and that it has more to say about the culture that performs it than
about the event that is brought back to light. Following Boym’s distinction between
restorative and reflective nostalgia, 40 Years to Victory can be understood to use both,
referring in different ways to the different pasts of the greeting cards. On the one
hand, the visual citation of the greeting cards follows their current existence as
nostalgic markers and invokes reflections, critical or uncritical, on “the way we
were.” On the other hand, the relocation of the greeting cards into contemporary
consumer culture makes a restorative move, bridges the gap between past and present,
and so claims relevance for the cards’ message today. Both moves are nostalgic,
overlapping in their frame of reference but not in the narratives they construe (Boym
49). The one keeps the past at bay but dwells on it, while the other makes it
preposterously present.
In chapter two, I introduced the term “preposterous history” to describe a
course of events in which the work of the past is interpreted as an after-effect of its
later recycling (Bal, Quoting 7). The past and the present are kept in their rightful
places but the linear narrative of influence from past to present is refused. Here, the
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preposterous event is slightly different, as the work of the past is repackaged as a
contemporary occurrence. And so, not only the narrative, but also the temporality of
its protagonists are put into question. There are no clear boundaries between what is
past and what is present, what is remembered now and what was remembered then,
and the ways in which those memories shape and re-shape the bodies to which they
belong.
40 Years To Victory enacts melancholic remembrance and utopian
reenactment at one and the same time, straddling the seduction of national nostalgia
with the exposure of the mechanisms of nostalgic imagery. It conflates opposing
ideals that belong to different forms of temporal consciousness, and so fails to offer a
stable vantage point for moral judgment. The exhibition does not so much target those
who might agree with its message, nor those who side with Hame’agel’s provocative
adaptations in the Janco-Dada Museum. Rather, the truly subversive message of this
work resides in its effect of destabilization, the potential unsettling of those viewers
who treat the greeting cards and their messages as belonging to the past. The
exhibition creates an impossible mnemonic constellation that goes against the idea of
progress, while simultaneously not idolizing dated ideals. If the revolutionary
potential of nostalgia lies in what Benjamin terms “blast[ing] open the continuum of
history” (396), 40 Years to Victory blasts open that continuum in order to insinuate to
its Israeli audience that they have not changed as much as they would like to think.
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